POLICY FOR RECRUITMENT AND HIRING

HR 14-15-1

I. PURPOSE

The purpose of this policy is to facilitate recruitment and hiring of highly qualified employees in a manner that is fair, efficient, and effective. The intent is to incorporate current best practices and legal requirements, protect the University’s fiscal and personnel resources, and present the University positively to potential and actual applicants.

As an Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity employer, recruitments should provide for equal opportunity and seek diverse pools of applicants. Above all, recruitments should be effective in recruiting highly qualified individuals with the requisite skills, expertise, and commitment to become outstanding scholars, teachers, colleagues, and citizens in the University community.

This statement of policy, procedures, roles, and responsibilities supersedes and replaces any and all previous policies, procedures, forms, or guidelines that may previously have been in effect. All necessary forms and additional resources can be found on the Human Resources and Workforce Diversity website and will replace all previously required forms. A dean/division head or supervisor/recruitment chair may adopt additional procedures and guidelines provided they do not contradict or compromise compliance with these guidelines.

These procedures, forms, or guidelines may be updated, revised, or waived only with the express written approval of the chancellor. This policy was developed in accordance with SYS 1275: Recruitment Policies.

II. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Chancellor is the hiring authority for all positions at UW-Green Bay. The chancellor has also delegated hiring authority to the area leaders, including the provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs, the vice chancellor for business and finance, the vice chancellor for university advancement, and the vice chancellor for university inclusivity and student affairs. All offers of faculty positions are subject to approval by the provost per UWGB Faculty Employee Handbook, Section 51.02.

Area leaders are responsible for overseeing the entire hiring process and approving the recommended hire and conditions of appointment.

Position/Budget Control Process:
Recruitments for all positions subject to this policy are reviewed by HR/AA, Budget, and the four Vice Chancellors and Chancellor before the recruitment can commence. For more information about the Position/Budget Control Process, please see the Compensation website.
Delegated hiring authority:
- **University staff, academic staff & limited appointees:** The area leaders (defined above) are the chancellor’s designated hiring authority.
- **Faculty:** The provost is the chancellor’s designated hiring authority.

Dean/division head/director:
Any questions from the recruitment chair or supervisor should be directed toward their respective dean/division head or director in the business and finance area.

- **University staff, academic staff & limited appointees:** The dean/division heads or directors in the business and finance area are primarily responsible for recruiting and hiring individuals within their respective areas in a manner that is consistent with this policy.
- **Faculty:** The academic deans and the provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs are responsible for recruiting and hiring faculty within their respective areas in a manner that is consistent with this policy.

The dean/division head or director in the business and finance area has responsibility for supervision of the recruitment, review and approval of recruitment documents, making the final selection, and negotiating terms and conditions of employment. If delegated to another party, this shall be identified for review and approval on the Authorization for Recruitment.

The recruitment chair ensures the recruitment is conducted in accordance with University policies and procedures. The recruitment chair is responsible for documenting the recruitment and submitting recommendations and materials to the appropriate parties, as indicated in the recruitment procedures. The recruitment chair will also strive to further the University’s affirmative action goals by selecting a diverse recruitment committee or panel.

Recruitment committees are to be used for the recruitment of faculty and administrative appointments outlined in the Faculty Handbook. Recruitment committees are an option for instructional academic staff, non-instructional academic staff, limited appointments not referenced in the Faculty Handbook, and university staff. Recruitment committees participate throughout the recruitment process, generate a diverse and ample pool of applicants, draft screening criteria, develop interview questions, evaluate all qualified applicants, conduct interviews and reference checks, and present the hiring authority with feedback on the candidates. Recruitment committees are required to post recruitment committee meetings, schedule and post interview dates and times, and act publicly based upon Wisconsin’s open meetings laws.

Recruitment panels are an option for the recruitment of instructional academic staff, non-instructional academic staff, limited appointments not referenced in the Faculty Handbook, and university staff. If a panel is used, the recruitment chair will designate one panel member as a Subject Matter Expert (SME) to assist with reviewing applicants and developing forms. The remainder of the recruitment panel will not be involved until the interviewing of applicants (phone and on-campus) and are responsible for providing input in the selection of candidates for on-campus interviews and hire.

The Subject Matter Expert (SME) is an individual who has expertise and knowledge of the essential functions required of the position. This is often a senior incumbent, former employee of the position, or
an individual with a similar position within the unit or organization. The SME will participate in applicant review to determine which applicants will move forward to first-level interviews (phone, video conferencing, etc.), and will assist the chair in development of screening tools and interview questions.

**Administrative support personnel**, in cooperation with the recruitment chair, arrange for the placement of ads, send communication to applicants, update applications in TAM, arrange travel and accommodations, and coordinate reimbursement of interviewed candidates’ expenses and payment of other recruitment-related expenses.

The **human resources office and affirmative action officer (or designee)** is advisory to the individuals responsible for the recruitment process. HR/AAO assists by consulting with the recruitment participants throughout the recruitment, including meeting with the recruitment chair and administrative support personnel at the beginning of the recruitment to outline the process and provide advice on how to generate a diverse applicant pool. They also assist with advertising vacant positions. Human resources may contract with internet job sites (e.g., HigherEdJobs.com) to post job announcements. Human resources will provide administrative support for university staff recruitments.

Faculty Recruitments:

- **Academic Unit Executive Committees** define the position responsibilities and qualifications (subject to approval by the dean and provost), receive recruitment committee recommendations, and formulate final recommendations (unranked) that are submitted to the dean.

- **Academic Department Chair** prepares the authorization for recruitment in consultation with the Unit Executive Committee; makes recommendations to the dean, the chair, and members of the recruitment committee; and in consultation with the recruitment chair, ensures that all support functions required for a fair, efficient, and effective recruitment are implemented. At the end of the recruitment, the Unit Chair leads the Executive Committee in providing a written report to the dean on the unit’s candidate evaluations.

III. APPLICABLE POSITIONS

A. **Positions Included**
   This policy applies to ongoing positions (besides university staff projects) greater than 50% FTE in the following classifications:
   - Instructional and Non-Instructional Academic staff
   - Faculty
   - Limited appointments
   - University staff including project appointments

B. **Exclusions**
   This policy does not apply to temporary hires (except project appointments). These temporary appointments can include, but are not limited to, temporary university staff, associate lecturers, temporary academic staff appointments, ad hocs, student help, etc.

IV. POLICY
A. **Decision to Conduct a Recruitment**
Designated hiring authorities, deans/division head/directors, and supervisors should carefully evaluate all new and vacant positions with respect to programmatic needs, fiscal resources, and unit or University planning goals. Positions may be redefined or reallocated across classifications or units to meet changing instructional needs, enrollment patterns, or planning goals.

B. Recruitment Principles
All recruitments will be conducted in a manner that is:
- Open and fair to all candidates.
- Efficient and timely.
- Compliant with federal/state law and UW System/UW-Green Bay regulations.
- Effective in generating ample and diverse pools of qualified candidates.
- Effective in generating a pool of finalists who are highly qualified, well suited to the position, and committed to the ideals and mission of public higher education.

The recruitment process will provide fairness and consistency for all applicants. No individual candidate should be subject to any special, different, or additional consideration or process. In order to provide this fairness and consistency to all candidates, committee/panel members should plan well ahead of each step in the process so that decisions can be made jointly as to the specific procedures that will be used.

Committee/panel members should feel free to use their professional expertise and judgment to make informed decisions about candidates. Each committee/panel member’s own expertise is an invaluable asset identifying high-quality candidates, so long as the committee/panel members are able to articulate job-related rationale in making decisions along the way.

A process based upon these principles will produce not only a slate of highly qualified candidates, but it will provide legal justification for the result as well. While others are available to advise and assist in the process, the primary responsibility and accountability for each recruitment resides with the dean/division head/director.

C. Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action

In accordance with SYS 1202: Equal Employment Opportunity and SYS 1203: Employment of Veterans, the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay is an Affirmative Action Equal Employment Opportunity employer committed to achieving a diverse workforce and to maintaining a community which welcomes and values a climate supporting equal opportunity and difference among its members. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender and/or gender identity or expression, marital or parental status, genetic information, national origin, ethnicity, citizenship status, veteran or military status (including disabled veteran, recently separated veteran, other protected veteran, or Armed Forces service medal veteran status), age, or disability. Harassment or discrimination based upon protected status is illegal and will not be tolerated.

Hiring qualified employees who add diversity to the UWGB community is desirable and beneficial. It strengthens UWGB as a whole and bolsters its ability to provide students with a quality educational experience.
UW-Green Bay’s affirmative action hiring practices aim to recruit a diverse pool of applicants for every job vacancy and to remove all forms of bias (intentional and unintentional) from the evaluation of applicants to ensure that no individual receives advantage or disadvantage based upon a protected status.

For this reason, committee members should not solicit information in an application or interview process that would likely reveal a person’s protected status in any of these categories.

There are certain steps that UWGB can take to display a good faith effort in ensuring equal access and opportunity for all applicants:

- Supervisors should carefully analyze each position description to ensure that candidates with alternative, but equally valuable, experiences are not excluded from consideration.
- Minimum qualifications should be stated carefully to avoid excluding individuals who are qualified to perform the responsibilities of the position.
- Those involved in recruitments should take steps to broaden the available applicant pool for each position in creative ways. Recruitment committees may consider advertising in non-traditional locations that may be more likely to reach minority candidates. UWGB staff may make direct contact with known qualified individuals to share information about the opportunity with them. UWGB can also reach out to people or organizations who may know qualified individuals.
- Dean/division head/directors should review applicant pools to ensure that there is an adequately broad and diverse pool of qualified applicants and take remedial measures if warranted.
- Recruitment committees/panels are encouraged to ask candidates about their commitment to inclusivity and equity during the interview process. To support this recommendation, Human Resources maintains a list of sample Inclusivity and Equity Interview Questions.

Because equal employment opportunity laws prohibit discrimination, including discrimination in favor of underrepresented groups, UWGB cannot make employment decisions, such as whom to interview or select for the position, based on the candidate’s protected status. Instead, recruitment committee members must carefully examine each applicant’s qualifications and experiences to determine which one would best serve UWGB’s interests, as articulated in the position description, without regard for the applicant’s protected status.

To ensure understanding of the effects of implicit bias in the recruitment process, all recruitment committee/panel members will be required to complete online training related to implicit bias prior to reviewing applicant materials.

D. Scope

At the beginning of the recruitment, departments will determine the scope as described below:

- **Internal**: consideration is available to employees (regardless of their classification, employment status, or length of service) across all UW System institutions. Faculty recruitments may be internal at the discretion of the provost. In rare cases, a position may be posted only for UW Green Bay employees when experience at UW-Green Bay in a tenured faculty position is required (i.e. Associate Provost).
• **External:** consideration is available to all applicants internal to the UW System, as well as outside the UW System.

Positions within job groups identified as underutilized in the current Affirmative Action Program are to be recruited externally, unless an exception is made by the Chancellor.

If an internal recruitment does not gather a well-balanced group of candidates as determined by the designated hiring authority, dean/division head/director, and/or affirmative action officer, an external recruitment will be initiated.

The scope of an external recruitment will be defined by the following guidelines:

• **University staff, academic staff & limited appointments:** The supervisor, in collaboration with the designated hiring authority will identify the scope of the recruitment for review and approval on the [Authorization for Recruitment](#).

• **Faculty:** All recruitments will be national in scope.

E. **To Ensure Consideration Date**

All recruitments will be posted for a minimum of 10 calendar days. A determination may be made after the “to ensure consideration date” to consider additional applicants beyond this date. If this occurs, recruitment chairs must determine and document the adjusted date and review all applicants received by this date consistently.

F. **References**

Reference checking is a useful tool for gathering job-related information for candidates who are part of the interview stage of the recruitment process. The reference checking process should be consistent, contain questions which relate directly to the position being filled. If the committee chooses to contact "off list" references, it should plan to do so for all candidates after the on-campus interview list has been approved. Recruitment committees should inform candidates of their intent to contact "off list" references and give candidates the opportunity to withdraw prior to doing so.

The Office of Human Resources will conduct reference check, related to misconduct of sexual violence or sexual harassment, with a final candidate’s most recent employer and all previous UW system institution and state agency employers from the past seven years. Postings will contain notification to candidates of these reference checks.

G. **Code of Ethics and Conflict of Interest**

All University of Wisconsin System employees are required to comply with the code of ethics applicable to their employment status. These codes are designed to prevent conflicts between an employee’s private interests and public responsibilities. Please see the [UW System website](#) on Ethics and the UW-Green Bay [Consensual and Familial Relationships Policy](#) for further information.

H. **Notification of Other Employment**

Before a UW System institution reaches the point of extending a formal offer of employment to a faculty, academic staff, or limited appointee in another UW System institution, it is understood that the official responsible for initiating such action will notify the appropriate vice chancellor (or UW College dean) of the other UW institution.
I. **Expense Reimbursement**
Payment of expenses related to recruitment is the responsibility of the dean/division head/director. The dean/division head/director should communicate to the recruitment chair the total amount available to cover interview-related expenses. Applicant expense reimbursement should be consistent for all applicants.

Recruitment committees are allowed up to two hosted meals per candidate and for each candidate meal, no more than two employees may be reimbursed, unless an exception is granted by the dean/division head. Meal reimbursement for employees must follow established UW System policy and may not exceed established maximums. Please see the [Interview Expenses FAQ Sheet](#) for more information about expense reimbursement.

J. **Hiring a Foreign National**
Once the determination is made to hire a foreign national, the recruitment chair, unit chair, and/or Dean will be responsible for supplementary documentation regarding the recruitment process, hiring decision, and export control.

UWGB will pay routine filing fees for form I-129 for a foreign national hired into a tenured/tenure-track position or into a continuing lecturer position of at least 50% FTE. UWGB will not pay the I-485 filing fee. Completion and filing of the form I-485 are the employee’s responsibility. If there is a demonstrated business need, fees for premium processing may be paid by UWGB only with the explicit approval of the provost and International Faculty and Staff Services.

For more information about hiring a foreign national, please see the [Foreign National Employees](#) page on the [Human Resources & Workforce Diversity website](#).

K. **Authorization for Temporary Hire**
Academic staff, limited, or faculty appointments: There is no provision in UWS 10, UWS 3, or UWGB policy for a “temporary” versus “permanent” academic staff or faculty appointment. However, a temporary position can be established.

University staff: university staff temporary and project appointments are defined in SYS 1256: [University Staff Temporary & Project Appointments](#).

A position is temporary if it is established with the understanding that it will no longer exist after a specified amount of time. A position with expectation of continued employment is a defined position with ongoing tasks, and no predetermined ending point.

Examples of temporary positions include lecturers hired to teach courses while a recruitment is being conducted to fill a tenure-track faculty position; visiting lecturers; individuals hired as interim directors, deans, etc.; and positions established for a year or less using FTE and salary dollars that are budgeted to a vacant, permanent position or positions.

Individuals hired to fill temporary positions will be given a letter of appointment that specifically states that the position is temporary and will be eliminated at the end of the appointment period.

Authorization for a temporary hire should be obtained by following the procedure outlined on the
Authorization for Temporary Hire. If recruitment is warranted, or if a university staff project appointment is requested, complete the Authorization for Recruitment.

L. Waiver of Recruitment Requirement
An area leader, dean/division head/director, or supervisor may request that a highly qualified individual be offered a position without recruitment if hiring the individual would significantly advance the educational mission of the University, contribute positively to the gender and/or ethnic diversity of the unit, and/or bring extraordinary expertise or distinction to the unit and University.

Authorization for a waiver is obtained by following the procedure outlined on the Authorization to Waive Recruitment and is at the sole discretion of the chancellor.

M. Candidate Confidentiality
All applicants in the recruitment process have basic, fundamental privacy interests that committee members should take care to protect throughout the process. Each applicant for a position at UW-Green Bay may request confidentiality of their identity in the search process.

Pursuant to Wis.Stat. § 19.36 (7), the University of Wisconsin System will not reveal the identities of applicants who request confidentiality in writing, except that the identity of the successful candidate will be released.

For the position of chancellor or the position of the vice chancellor who serves as deputy at each institution, except with respect to final candidates, if an applicant makes such an indication in writing, the authority shall not provide access to any record related to the application that may reveal the applicant’s identity. "Final candidate" means each applicant who is seriously considered for appointment and whose name is submitted for final consideration to an authority for appointment. All applicants must be notified before documents that implicate their privacy are released to the campus community, including sharing resumes/CVs of on-campus interview candidates. When documents are disclosed to the campus community, the recruitment chair must redact personal information from the document, including the candidate’s address, phone number, and e-mail address.

All public records requests, particularly those requesting records that contain information about individuals, should be immediately referred to the university Records Custodian or the Office of Human Resources and Workforce Diversity.

N. Application of Public Records Laws Related to Committee/Panel Paperwork
All documents officially generated by the committee/panel are subject to public records requests. Official documents generated as a part of the recruitment process are maintained by Human Resources for the appropriate retention period. This includes candidate applications, correspondence to applicants, forms or procedures generated for use by the group, minutes of meetings, and any other records of official actions. After a recruitment has concluded and human resources has closed the search, no recruitment materials should be retained in the individual department.

Individual committee members may wish to adopt some form of note-taking to help keep track of their observations regarding individual candidates. These personal notes are not subject to public
records requests, and do not become a part of the official file, as long as they are prepared for the individual’s own use and are not shared with others. All personal notes created by individual committee/panel members must be confidentially destroyed at the end of the recruitment.

All requests for committee records should be immediately referred to the university Records Custodian or the Office of Human Resources and Workforce Diversity.

O. Application of Open Meetings Laws (does not apply to recruitment panels)

Wisconsin Open Meetings Law requires that “all meetings held by governmental bodies be in publicly held places reasonably accessible to members of the public and shall be open to citizens at all times unless otherwise expressly provided by law.”

The general rule for all recruitment committees is that when they act, they must do so publicly, consistent with Wisconsin open meetings laws.

- Each committee meeting must be properly noticed to the public. All meetings of recruitment committees and interview times will be posted and scheduled. Posting of meetings can be local (e.g. unit bulletin board) but must also be posted on the University Calendar.
- Committee meetings must always begin in an unlocked room (preferably with an open door) that will be accessible to members of the public who wish to attend. While members of the public may not participate in the discussions, they may listen and be given access to any handouts provided to committee members in open session.
- Committee members may not meet or make decisions outside of meetings that are properly noticed. For example, committee members may not decide by e-mail whom to interview because the public has not had the opportunity to be informed of the "meeting" or attend it.

The recruitment committee may move into closed session when it discusses and/or considers data regarding the individual candidates for the position. The Wisconsin Statutes describe two separate exceptions that allow committees to go into closed session under these circumstances:

- [When] [c]onsidering employment, promotion, compensation, or performance evaluation data of any public employee over which the governmental body has jurisdiction or exercises responsibility. Wis. Stat. § 19.85(1)(c).
- [When] [c]onsidering financial, medical, social, or personal histories or disciplinary data of specific persons... Wis. Stat. § 19.85(1)(f).

In order to use these exceptions, the meeting must be properly noticed. The meeting notice must include a statement that explains the reason for going into closed session and cites the statute. For example, the following statement would be sufficient:

“The committee will go into closed session pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 19.85(1)(c),(f) to discuss the individual candidates’ qualifications.”

Committees must also move into closed session properly. To do so, the chairperson of the committee must announce both the nature of the business to be considered in closed session and the specific statutory exemption that authorizes the closed session. The chairperson’s statement of the reasons for going into closed session must be consistent with the reasons provided in the open meetings notice. The chairperson may efficiently meet all of these requirements by simply reading
the quoted statement found in the above preceding paragraph (assuming this statement was also used in the meetings notice). The chairperson must then seek a motion to go into closed session, which must be carried by majority vote. The announcement, the motion, and the votes of each member on the motion should be recorded.

Once in closed session, committees should take care to avoid discussing any general business or other committee business that is not covered by the exceptions allowing the closed session.

If the committee plans to move back into open session after discussing individual candidates, they must provide notice to the public ahead of time.

Recruitment chairs should feel free to contact the Office of Human Resources and Workforce Diversity or Secretary of the Faculty and Staff to further discuss the requirements of the open meetings law and ensure understanding and compliance.

Official committee documents, including meeting minutes, will be submitted to human resources at the conclusion of the recruitment.

P. Conclusion of the Recruitment
Once the recruitment has concluded, any questions about reasons for non-selection of specific candidates should be referred to the Office of Human Resources and Workforce Diversity. Recruitment committee or panel members are not required to provide any further feedback to candidates regarding the recruitment.

Human Resources will coordinate an orientation and payroll and benefit meetings. The dean/division head/director for limited, academic staff, and university staff employees and the Academic Department Chair for faculty will be proactive in welcoming new hires, providing assistance, and ensuring a smooth transition to enhance the probability of success in the new position.

Q. Letters of Appointment
All terms and conditions of appointment shall be specified in a written letter of appointment. The letter of appointment shall be signed by an authorized official at the institution and contain information regarding type of appointment, duration, salary, general position responsibilities, operational area, length of probationary period, contingencies, and recognition of any prior service granted per SYS 1275: Recruitment Policies.

V. PROCEDURES
All procedures and forms associated with the recruitment process can be found on the Human Resources & Workforce Diversity website.